Introduction
Routinely collected data (or administrative data), is a source of data for many studies that assess a variety of questions such as epidemiological trends over time to clinically relevant associations between risk factors and disease. This data comes from databases that record information for a purpose other than medical research, such as for hospital or physician reimbursement.
There are several strengths of routinely collected data studies: 1. Low study costs 2. Rapid study completion 3. Good for estimating incidence/prevalence in a population 4. Often have large sample sizes and significant statistical power 5. Better generalizability to the real world 6. Prolonged retrospective study periods are possible 7. Longitudinal followup across providers and regions may be possible 8. Improved feasibility for studying rare populations, exposures and outcomes 9. Can study outcomes or exposures that would be unethical in a prospective study 10. Well suited for measuring geographical variation
There are also potential limitations that must be considered when conducting or reading a routinely collected data study:
1. The validity and reliability of the data elements may be poor 2. Often not all clinically relevant variables are present 3. Results may not be hypothesis driven and could represent a spurious association or demonstrate a statistically significant result that is not clinically relevant. 4. Data collection methods or coding practices may change over time, and this may not be evident to the researcher.
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Epidemiological considerations
Routinely collected data is usually used to either describe a something (for example incidence of a disease, changes in treatment over time, or resource utilization) or to perform an observational study. Observational studies have potential biases associated with them, of which a few are particularly relevant to those that use routinely collected data.
1. Selection bias occurs when a study population is not a random sample from the target population that you wish to generalize your results to. For example, most randomized controlled trials have strict inclusion/exclusion criteria, however physicians use the interventions studied in those trials on patients who would not have been eligible for randomized trial with the assumption that the results will be similar. 2. Information bias occurs when the variable is not measured accurately. This lead to either misclassification, or measurement errors. While prospective studies can explicitly define a method of measurement that maximizes accuracy (for example taking 3 blood pressure readings, 3 minutes apart after the patient has rested in the seated position for 2 mins), this is usually not the cause with routinely collected data variables. This is because the administrative data elements are not created or recorded for the purposes of research, and often indicator variables are used to represent a clinical condition (for example in a clinical study pathology data would be used to determine if a patient had prostate cancer, whereas in an administrative data study, a physician code for the performance of a radical prostatectomy might be used as a marker for prostate cancer). If misclassification or measurement error is random, it biases the results towards a null association, as confidence intervals widen due to more "noise" in the data. If it is not random, this can significantly affect the results and lead to completely mistaken conclusions. 
Conclusions
Electronic data is a driving force in our society. It has an annual compound growth of 60%, and in 2020 it is estimated there will be 35 zettabytes of electronic data. 10 In healthcare, information technology plays a key role in all aspects of practice, from medical records to medication prescribing to communication. This wealth of readily available electronic information will likely continue to drive medical research using routinely collected data. An a priori hypothesis and analytical plan, valid data elements, appropriate statistical techniques, a careful assessment of bias, and high-quality reporting will hopefully continue to improve the quality and impact of these studies in urology. Despite the limitations of observation studies, they often produce results similar to randomized controlled trials. 11 Other well written reviews specific to urologists have been published 12, 13 and are worth reviewing for those interested in administrative data research.
